DIRECTOR
PARIS
TFW 10
CA 2, DDP, CA/PEG, CA/PROP, CA/O-4, G1/1G-2, FI
FI/INT 2, WE 4, S/C 2, SR 6

DIR CITE PARI 1954
DIDORIO ZRPENNY CYROSE UNGRISP
ROTHSCHILD ACTING

REF A DIR 22126 Cont 527957
B DIR 22308 Cont 529574

1. SURF: REF A NEVER APPEARED UNEF MTG SO LEAD FIZZLED. HOWEVER RECURRING RUMORS HIS ACTUAL OR IMPENDING DECEPTION MAKE HELS FESTIVAL POSSIBILITY INTERESTING.

2. RE REF B HQS SHOULD SEE OFFA C5990 WHICH DISCUSSES UNRUMBLE/2 ATTENDANCE FESTIVAL. U/2 DEFINITELY GOING AND BEING BRIEFED WITH BOTH INTELL ACTION ROOM. IF WINTERGERST TDY APPROVED, PLAN HAVE HIM HANDLE U/2 WHO MAY BE ABLE PROVIDE LEADS ON DEFECTIONS SUCH AS SUBJ REF A. SHOULD AMSPERL GROUP ATTEND COULD BE IN CONTACT UNRUMBLE/2. SEE OFFA G12690 OF 19 OCT 61 FOR BACKGROUND UNRUMBLE/2 CONTACTS.

3. CERTAINLY CONCUR REF B AND BELIEVE POSSIBLE WORK OUT XUBARK MONITORED PROGRAM HELS VIA UNRUMBLE/2.

END OF MESSAGE

C/B COMMENT: *PLEASE SEE PARA 22, PAGE 21, HB 90-400-1 RE USE OF MULTIPLE ACTION INDICATORS.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONF ACTIVITY.